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Deng Yizhe, who was one of the great esthetician and art historians after the “May 
4th Movement ”.His  aesthetics thoughts  about  the  traditional  handwriting and 
drawing theories of China,  and  his unique methodology of researching on art 
aesthetics has still a great significance for us to study the art theories of China and 
construct our own  aesthetics system with national character. 
This paper emphasizes on probing and analyzing Deng’s drawing aesthetic 
thoughts and achievements, and has come to the following conclusions: 
I. The drawing aesthetic thoughts of Deng Yizhe included two facts: one is his 
combing and philosophy probing to the art history, the other is re-express what is “the 
six methods” and “rhythmic vitality”. 
II. The general looking of Deng’s aesthetic thoughts: 1.Deng’s aesthetic thoughts 
was based on the mixture of Chinese and the west aesthetics.2. A  unique visual 
angle and methodology. 
III. the unique contribution by Deng Yi-zhe on drawing aesthetics: 1. had 
combed the art history by numbers ,and by this,he had constructed a unique drawing 
system, it includes the “body-form-meaning” and  “vitality-air-meaning 
context(Rhythmic vitality)” .2. had started the new era of “drawing history is also 
drawing itself, united history and logic together”. 3. had explained the Xie-he’s theory 
of “six ways and Rhythmic vitality”. 
This paper has its innovations: It has combined both of the aesthetic thoughts of 
ancient China as well as the west to probe into the deep thoughts of Deng’s aesthetics, 
and has united Deng’s aesthetic views of “performing theory” and “practical theory” 
to comb and probe his aesthetics views on the art history. Besides, this paper has tried 
to use the methods of lengthways and lateral comparison to study the theories of 
Deng’s “Six methods” and “Rhythmic vitality” and his unique methodology. 
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